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Match point. Your opponent hits a deep-sliced approach shot to your backhand. To neutralize this

attack and regain control of the point, you retaliate with a crosscourt passing shot, low with topspin.

Your opponent is forced to return a weak volley to the open court, and you win the point with a

passing shot down the line. Game, set, and match.This is just one of the many winning strategies

you&#39;ll find in Tennis Tactics: Winning Patterns of Play. It&#39;s the first book to break down

what shots to make and when to make them. You&#39;ll learn how to plan your shot selection in

competition and put yourself in the best possible position to win every point. Based on an extensive

USTA study of actual tournament play by the game&#39;s top athletes, Tennis Tactics describes 58

patternsÃ¢â‚¬â€•repeated shot sequencesÃ¢â‚¬â€•that will emphasize your strengths and exploit

your opponents&#39; weaknesses. It contains 63 drills that show you how to practice the patterns

and make them part of your routine during match play. Competitive players, coaches, and

instructors will love the book&#39;s simple approach for practice and play.Tennis Tactics reviews

sound, time-tested strategic principles, then explains how they apply to patterns of play. You&#39;ll

learn how to choose patterns that fit your style of play, whether you&#39;re an all-court player, a

counterpuncher, an aggressive baseliner, or a serve-and-volleyer.Next, the book provides strategies

and tactics for different areas of the court. You&#39;ll learn how to execute 58 patterns for-

backcourt (26), - midcourt (8), - net play (8), and - defensive play (16). For each pattern, the book

describes and illustrates corresponding practice drills that will help you get an edge on the

competition. A Pattern Finder chart helps you quickly locate the shot combinations you want to

study and incorporate into your game.Make your practice sessions pay off in competition by using

the drills and mastering the patterns in Tennis Tactics: Winning Patterns of Play.
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""""Play like a pro! "Tennis Tactics" brings you the perfect blend of the mental and physical aspects

of the game. Learn the strategies and how to practice them, then see the results when you

compete.""" Todd MartinProfessional Tennis Player """Winning matches depends on the ability to

think fast. This book helps you put together patterns and strategies to do just that.""" Lindsay

DavenportProfessional Tennis PlayerWomen's Tennis Association "

"    ""Play like a pro! Tennis Tactics brings you the perfect blend of the mental and physical aspects

of the game. Learn the strategies and how to practice them, then see the results when you

compete.""Todd MartinProfessional Tennis Player""Winning matches depends on the ability to think

fast. This book helps you put together patterns and strategies to do just that.""Lindsay

DavenportProfessional Tennis PlayerWomen&#39;s Tennis Association "

Classic book, can't go wrong if you're a tennis enthusiast. What's especially nice about this book is

that they have specific drills and patterns for every player type, so you don't necessarily need to

read the entire book. You can easily home in on the section specific to your play style.

The book was is very good used condition, and I was pleased with the price, the promptness, and

the product.It has very useful strategic advice for the advanced tennis player.

This is a good resource for developing practice drills. This would definitely be beneficial for coaches.

A nice layout of winning point patterns and (hopefully) positive outcomes. A good reference book,

but if you're looking for help that is more immediate, I suggest the book Tennis for Humans.

I have about 10 tennis books and this is the one that I grab every single training day to discuss the

patterns and drills with my coach. If you really want to develop your game to a more efficient and

consistent level, this book will help showing the patterns of play and the drills that cover them.

Very practical, very useful. Must-have for everyone playing seriously.



Excellent!

A must have for every tennis player. Take a pattern learn it, do the drills and before you know it you

will be the tennis player you always wanted to be.
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